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RULE WRITING FOR OSS DISCOVERY
A Guide to Identifying Open Source Software

What is OSS Discovery?
OSS Discovery is an open source software package1 written in Ruby that helps detect open 
source software installed on a file-system.  You can download it from:

 http://www.ossdiscovery.org   

One of the primary purposes of OSS Discovery is to provide a client tool for the entire 
community of open source users and developers to begin to understand how widespread and  
deeply involved open source is in the operation of their enterprises, individual and profes-
sional - The Open Source Census.  The expectation is that open source is only going to in-
crease in influence over time and part of that influence entails knowing how much open 
source is being used.

Though it’s useful to know what open source software is installed on an individual machine, 
the community can benefit greatly from knowing what’s installed worldwide.  It’s an auda-
cious goal.  For that reason, there’s an optional delivery mechanism built-in to OSS Discov-
ery which can submit the scan results to a central census server.  

From there, the community can begin to get a glimpse of how much open source is being 
used, what licenses are most common and which are gaining or losing currency, what plat-
forms are most popular, and what open source software is installed.

O S S  D I S C O V E R Y  R U L E  W R I T I N G  
This guide describes how to write rules which can be used by OSS Discovery to detect open 
source projects.   These rules are the implementation of the concept of a “fingerprint” for  
open source projects. For user guides to OSS Discovery, please see the OSS Discovery pro-
ject’s web site since this document assumes you already know how to use OSS Discovery.
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Who Should Read This Guide
• Developers, especially committers on OSS Discovery

• Open Source project committers who would like to have their project detected by OSS 
Discovery

• Enterprise system administrators who would like to find files not already detected by OSS 
Discovery rules.

• Anyone who wants to understand the heart of how OSS Discovery works.

Why Would I Want to Write a Project Rule?
There are tens of thousands of open source projects in existence and it’s not possible for a 
few people to cover all of them.  Any project for which there is no corresponding OSS Dis-
covery project rule cannot be found.  One of the main goals of OSS Discovery is to give the 
open source community a tool it can use to track open source installs.  It’s a way of showing 
how much open source is out there.  We think there’s a lot of open source being used, and 
this is an effort to show that fact.

For a package to be well represented in The Open Source Census, it needs to be detectable.  
In order for a package to be detected, there needs to be a Project Rule written for it so OSS 
Discovery knows what to look for and how to analyze it to determine which version of the 
package is installed.

A Project Rule is the “fingerprint” that uniquely identifies a specific project.

What Prerequisites are Needed to Write a Project Rule?
• Knowledge of the key files in a project.  A fundamental principle of OSS Discovery is that 

there are a few key files in each project which will indicate it’s installed.  Without one of 
these key files, the package would not run.  Examples include “httpd” for Apache on 
Linux, or “mysqld” for MySQL, or “hibernate3.jar” for 3 series versions of Hibernate.

• Reading and writing XML

• Knowledge of regular expressions

What Can OSS Discovery Find?
Any type of file can potentially be discovered, even binary content.  Currently, other types 
of system resources such as pipes and sockets are not discovered.   OSS Discovery’s looking 
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for binary content, not performing network port scanning, to show that an open source 
package is installed.

OSS Discovery walks the file system using the file name patterns described in the Project 
Rules file and applies corresponding Project Rules to the file to attempt to determine a pro-
ject match.   

The main goal of OSS Discovery on the client side is to detect the package name and ver-
sion, if possible, of any open source project listed in the project rules.

What Does OSS Discovery NOT Find?
Even though OSS Discovery can detect certain patterns in binary content, some types of 
binary content are inherently not supported at this time.  These include: 

• encrypted content

• embedded content such as .jars within .jars

• specific files embedded within compressed archives like .zips or .tar.gz.   

For example, if the httpd-2.0.59.tar.gz source tarball from the apache.org web site was on a 
file system, Apache 2.0.59 would not be detected because the Apache rule is looking for key 
files of an installed Apache instance such as the httpd binary.  However, as you will see, a rule 
could be written which matched version in the filename itself, so the tar.gz could be de-
tected and even called out as an Apache 2.0.59, but nothing in the contents of the tar.gz are 
discovered.  

We have chosen not to detect source or .tar.gz files at this time because generally it’s more 
likely a package is installed if it’s binary is found than if an artifact like an archive file is 
found.

In the future, additional functionality may be developed which can unpack compressed ar-
chives and search their contents for open source files other than binaries.
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How Does OSS Discovery Work?
The client side OSS Discovery mechanism is straightforward:  

1) It reads one or more project-rules.xml files and a set of filters to tell it what to look for 
and how to analyze what it finds.

2) It walks a given directory and scans for matching filenames.

3) It keeps track of what open source software it found.

4) At the end, it reports a list of projects, versions and locations where it found open source 
software.  Optionally, package/version information (not locations) can be sent to The Open 
Source Census server where results from all over the world can be aggregated and shared 
with the community.
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Basic Structure of a Project Rules File
For reference, the rules that come with the developer svn checkout of OSS Discovery are 
found in:  

[install directory]/main/lib/rules/openlogic/project-rules.xml

The rules files in this directory contains hundreds of examples.  The basic structure of the 
project rules file looks like this:

This simple structure provides a powerful framework to tell OSS Discovery how to find a 
package.  This is one of those things that is harder to describe than it is to do - this whole 
document is about how to write ten lines of XML to detect a project.  Some rules can be 
written in as little as 10 minutes, and others can take considerably more time.

The structural overview:

• Generally, there is one project-rule for each open source project that can be discovered.2  
When you run the OSS Discovery tool, use the command:

• ./discovery --list-projects   

to iterate through the list of project-rules in the project-rules.xml file and display the 
project-rule name attributes.  So, it lists all the projects that can possibly be discov-
ered based on the given project-rules.

• Each project-rule must have at least one match-rule which describes how to find a key 
file and how to determine the version of the file.   If multiple key files are needed to posi-

<project-rules> 

 <project-rule name='' from='wild' os='all' >

    <description></description>

    <eval expression='' speed='1' />

    <match-rules name='' >

      <result expression="" />

      <match-rule name='' type='' filename='' />

    </match-rules>

  </project-rule>

</project-rules>
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tively identify a particular package, multiple match-rules can be written - one for each key 
file.  

• Different match-rule types can be included in the same match-rules set.

• If needed, a project-rule can have multiple match-rules sets.  

• The outcome of OSS Discovery applying a match-rule is a boolean value.  

• A result expression is used to logically combine match-rule outcomes in a rollup boolean 
for all the match-rules.  

• An eval expression can be used to combine match-rules outcomes into a rollup boolean 
state which indicates a match for the project.

Underneath the hood, OSS Discovery is maintaining the state of all these matches as the 
discovery file-system walker is feeding the rule engine individual files to analyze.  At the end 
of the walk, the set of match states accumulated during the walk is sorted and reported in 
the form of a simple list like this:

ant      1.6.5    /usr/local/bin/ant

apache  2.0.59    /opt/httpd-2.0.59/bin
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The Process For Writing a Project Rule

O V E R V I E W  O F  T H E  R U L E  W R I T I N G  P R O C E S S

• Decide if the project you want to detect already has a project rule written for it.  If it does, 
you may not need to write a rule.  To find out if the project exists, run the discovery tool 
with the --list-projects option and search for the name of the project you’re interested in.

• Acquire the content you expect to match.  Download it from the project website, for ex-
ample.  In order to match the project, it’s necessary to know exactly what you need to 
match.

• Determine the one or two unique key filenames which would indicate, 100% if possible, 
that the project exists if it was found.  For example, if you see “ant.jar” you can be pretty 
confident that Ant is installed, so ant.jar would be a key file.  Often times, the key file 
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names will change over the evolution of the project, so make sure you know how the key 
file names have been constructed throughout the project history.

• Determine the best match rule type to use to detect that file.  More on this topic later in 
this guide.

• Write the project rule and include the match rule(s) for detecting key files.

• Test package detection with the new rule using the content you acquired.

• Submit the new rule for others to download and benefit from.
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Match Rule Types
Match rules are the heart of the whole OSS Discovery system.  With four match rule types, 
it’s possible to discover an installed version of most projects.  Match rule types are:

• MD5 checksum match - “MD5”

• Binary content match - “binary”

• Filename version match (ant-1.6.5.jar indicates 1.6.5 of Ant) - “filenameVersion”

• Filename only match (no version can be derived) - “filename”

M D 5  M A T C H  R U L E

P U R P O S E  A N D  B E S T  U S E :  

Use MD5 for an exact binary match of the entire contents of a file.  Typically MD5 is used 
to match exact versions of Java .jar files and non-compiled, non-configured content.  MD5 is 
best used when trying to match binary files that come from known sources and fixed binary 
releases such as a project’s web site.  

The downside to using an MD5 match rule is that it is all-or-nothing which is why it is inap-
propriate for compiled content that is configured with a --prefix for example.  Any change to 
the binary will change the MD5 fingerprint.

S Y N T A X :

name attribute must be unique within a match-rules set, but is otherwise an arbitrary label.  

type attribute tells the rule engine to incorporate an MD5 match rule type.  

md5sum attribute is a 32 character MD5 checksum of the file you expect to find.  This check-
sum can be found by using various MD5 checksum tools on different platforms.  On Linux, 
the command is simply ‘md5sum <filename>’.  You should run the md5sum on each of the 
key files that will have a match-rule made for it.

filename attribute is a regular expression to match a particular filename.  The more specific 
the regular expression can be, the less work the rule engine must do because it reduces the 
number of files it must apply this rule against.  However, if it’s too specific, it’s easy to miss 

<match-rule name='' type='MD5' 

	
 md5sum='<valid MD5 checksum>' 

	
 filename='regexp' version='' 

/>
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files as well.  For example, many people rename their ant.jar to include a version in the file-
name so instead of a regexp to match the literal filename, ant.jar, it’s better to write a regular 
expression to match ant.jar or a filename with a version in it like ant-1.6.5.jar.

version is the attribute that defines what package version this filename matches if the MD5 
checksum matches.  

M D 5  M A T C H - R U L E  E X A M P L E :
An MD5 match rule to match an Ant JAR file for version 1.6.5 of Ant:

A match rule for each JAR you expect to find in a project would be required to carry this to 
completion.  This type of match rule would be responsible for matching Ant 1.6.5.  If it suc-
ceeds you will see Ant 1..6.5 in the output of OSS Discovery when you scan the content:

<match-rule 

	
 name='an-ant165-jar'

	
 type='MD5' 

	
 md5sum='c5c499f1eef9367c657e89bb881c69aa' 

	
 filename='^ant.*jar$' version='1.6.5' 

/>

ant      1.6.5    /usr/local/bin/ant

apache  2.0.59    /opt/httpd-2.0.59/bin
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B I N A R Y  M A T C H  R U L E

P U R P O S E  A N D  B E S T  U S E :  

A binary match rule is used to match a pattern within the file itself.  This is currently the 
only match rule type which inspects the contents of a file.  

As an example of the rationale for the binary match rule, when you compile Apache, a ver-
sion string is built into the binary.  Since apache binary filenames are consistently named, 
they can be easily found and their version accurately determined by looking inside the file 
for the version string.

Binary match rules are best used on compiled content and any content that needs to be 
configured.  When Apache is built it’s configured with a --prefix.  The same version of 
Apache built with two different --prefix configurations will have entirely different MD5 fin-
gerprints, but will have the same version string embedded in it.  This makes MD5 an inap-
propriate match rule for apache but makes the binary match rule a perfect choice.

S Y N T A X :

name attribute must be unique within a match-rules set, but is otherwise an arbitrary label.  

type attribute tells the rule engine to incorporate a Binary match rule type.  

filename attribute is a regular expression to match a particular filename to analyze.

regexp is a regular expression to attempt to match a version string within the binary.  If there 
is a match, this match becomes the version reported in the package version for this project.

B I N A R Y  M A T C H - R U L E  E X A M P L E :
This is an example binary match rule for finding one type of Apache binary file:

<match-rule 

	
 name=''

	
 type='binary' 

	
 filename=''

	
 regexp=’’

/>
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This Apache binary match rule example tells the rule engine to apply this rule to any files 
that match the literal filename “httpd”.  When the rule is applied, it will use the regular ex-
pression defined by the regexp attribute to look for a version string within the Apache bi-
nary.  

The part of the regular expression in parentheses, ([0-9].[0-9]+.[0-9]+), if matched, 
will be reported as the version of Apache.  

The other part of the regular expression not in parentheses is there to provide context in 
which to find the proper version string within the binary.   This keeps it from accidentally 
matching some other version string that happens to be in the file.

This binary match rule for Apache, if it finds a valid httpd file, will result in a match with a 
specific package version.  In the OSS Discovery report you would see something like this:

The Ant 1.6.5 discovery came from the MD5 match rule example above, but the Apache 
2.0.59 came from the Apache binary match rule in this example.

F I L E N A M E -V E R S I O N  M A T C H  R U L E

P U R P O S E  A N D  B E S T  U S E :  

Many open source projects, especially those written in Java and use Maven conventions, or 
version their filenames.  The best example is an ant.jar being named ant-1.6.5.jar.  The 
Filename-Version match rule can be used to detect a package like this and determine its ver-
sion without analyzing the content itself.  

In the ant example, everything needed to detect Ant 1.6.5 is in the filename itself.  In these 
cases, a Filename-Match rule works best and is extremely efficient to evaluate.   

<match-rule 

	
 name="httpd" 

	
 type="binary" 

	
 filename="^httpd$" 

	
 regexp="Apache/([0-9].[0-9]+.[0-9]+)" />  

ant      1.6.5    /usr/local/bin/ant

apache  2.0.59    /opt/httpd-2.0.59/bin
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The downside of this match rule type is that anyone can name any file anything on their sys-
tem.  So, if someone wanted to hide Ant from this match rule, they would simply rename 
their file to something like my-special-jar.jar and it would be effectively hidden from this 
rule.  Conversely, if someone wanted to masquerade a different file as an ant JAR file, he or 
she could simply rename their bogus file to ant-1.6.5.jar.   OSS Discovery cannot determine 
this happened unless an MD5 match is used to positively identify the binary.

S Y N T A X :

name attribute must be unique within a match-rules set, but is otherwise an arbitrary label.  

type attribute tells the rule engine to incorporate a filenameVersion match rule type.  

filename attribute is a regular expression to match a particular filename to analyze.  The regu-
lar expression attempts to match a version string within the filename itself.   It’s critical that 
this part of the regexp have parentheses around the version component.  If there is a match, 
the part that’s in the regexp parentheses becomes the version reported in the package ver-
sion for this project.

E X A M P L E :

This example will match any filename that has a version in it in the form of “ant-” as long as 
the first character after the hyphen in the filename starts with a numeral.  In general this 
would catch any versioned ant JAR file.

<match-rule 

	
 name="" 

	
 type="filenameVersion" 

	
 filename="regexp" />

<match-rule 

	
 name="antver" 

	
 type="filenameVersion" 

	
 filename="^ant-([0-9].*?)\.jar$" />
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F I L E N A M E  M A T C H  R U L E

P U R P O S E  A N D  B E S T  U S E :  

When all else fails, try to find any filename that matches.   With this match rule there is no 
way to determine the version of a file, so anything that matches using this rule will be re-
ported as the project with an “unknown” version.   The main benefit to using this rule is that 
it is the least restrictive type of match rule.

The downside of using this match rule type is it can produce many false positives and skew 
your detected packages results.  For example, if you use a filename match rule to try to find 
Apache, you might look for a file called apache2.  On some systems, there is an apache2 bi-
nary file that contains the actual executable and an apache2 script file in /etc/init.d/apache2 
which simply launches the Apache binary at startup time.  Using a filename match rule 
would result in apache2 being reported as installed in both places when in fact it’s only in 
one place.  There are many other examples where using a filename match is generally not a 
good idea.  As stated above, it’s a when-all-else-fails case for finding a filename.

Because of the downsides to this rule, our experience with OSS Discovery has suggested 
that the use of this rule is a red-flag and every effort should be made to make one of the 
other rule types work first.

S Y N T A X :

name attribute must be unique within a match-rules set, but is otherwise an arbitrary label.  

type attribute tells the rule engine to incorporate a filenameVersion match rule type.  

filename attribute is a regular expression to match a particular filename to analyze.

<match-rule 

	
 name="" 

	
 type="filename" 

	
 filename="regexp" />

<match-rule 

	
 name="ant-basic" 

	
 type="filename" 

	
 filename="^ant.jar$" />
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E X A M P L E :
Any file named ‘ant.jar’ will produce a match with this rule.

Combining <match-rule> tags with Logical Expressions
Recall from the introduction to Project Rules that the overall structure of a 
project-rules.xml file looks like this:

There is a <match-rules> tag containing a <result> tag with an expression attribute.  Using 
the <result> tag you can logically combine multiple match rules in the same <match-rules> 
instance in order to create more sophisticated rules.

The idea is this:   Project A requires me to find two key files present before I can positively 
determine that Project A is installed.   So, if I have two match rules, one for each key file, I 
need to tell the rule engine that both must be found in order to declare a project match.

The expression attribute is used to logically combine the individual match-rule tags in the 
way which fits your criteria. 

The expression syntax is simply:

 match-rule name OR | AND match-rule name [...]

If you had a match rule name ‘httpd’ and one called ‘htpasswd’ you could write a result ex-
pression that looked like this:

“httpd AND htpasswd” to state that both rules must be true for the <match-rules> to evalu-
ate to true.  The effect would be that both the httpd and htpasswd files must match in order 
to declare a match for the match-rules set.

<project-rules> 

 <project-rule name='' from='wild' os='all' >

    <description></description>

    <eval expression='' speed='1' />

    <match-rules name='' >

      <result expression="" />

      <match-rule name='' type='' filename='' />

    </match-rules>

  </project-rule>

</project-rules>
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You can use parentheses in order to enforce precedence just like with any programming lan-
guage expression.  

Under the hood, OSS Discovery is translating this expression into a Ruby expression and 
then evaluating that.  So, the expression might boil down to this Ruby expression “true && 
false” which evaluates to “false”, so the result is false for that match-rule set.

As a hypothetical example, you might have 3 individual <match-rule> tags in a <match-
rules> set for Apache.  Some Apache server binaries are called ‘httpd’ and some are called 
‘apache2’ but all builds have ‘htpasswd’.  Your 3 <match-rule> tags might have name attrib-
utes of:

	
 httpd

	
 htpasswd

	
 apache2

You could combine the individual match rules so that if ‘httpd’ or ‘apache2’ were found and 
htpasswd was present, then you would have a complete match.  The <result> expression for 
the <match-rules> would look like this:

<result expression=”(httpd OR apache2) AND htpasswd” />

Keep in mind these ‘httpd’ and ‘apache2’ labels represent the names of individual <match-
rule> tags but also represent the boolean values after each of the match rules has been 
evaluated.   So, if the httpd match rule evaluated to ‘true’, then true would be subsituted for 
the label ‘httpd’.

The above result expression might evaluate like this:

(true OR false) AND true

if the httpd match rule evaluated to true, the apache2 match rule evaluated to false and the 
htpasswd match rule evaluated to true.  The evaluation of this <result> tag would then be 
‘true’.

Combining match rules with logical expressions like this provides an extremely powerful 
detection mechanism and can help decrease the possibility of false positives.

One limitation of this expression capability is that each match rule in the <match-rules> set 
must match a file in the same directory as the others in the set.  This facility can’t be used to 
match files all over the file system.   

In the Apache example above, it works well because typically these files all live in the same 
bin directory.  It wouldn’t work if you were trying to match a configuration (.conf) file in 
/etc/ and an httpd binary file in /usr/local/apache2/bin, for example.  The next section ex-
plains some ways that the latter might be achieved.
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O R -A L L  A N D  A N D -A L L  O P E R A T O R S
Very often a project rule can have many <match-rule> tags and the intent is that if any one 
of those <match-rules> evaluates to true, you found a match and don’t need to keep evaluat-
ing the rest of the rules.   Also, if you have 25 MD5 match rules to find all the versions of 
Tomcat (there are actually many more than this), then it’s very cumbersome to write a <re-
sult expression=’’> that has 25 match rule names enumerated in the expression.

To make this case easier you can use an expression of “OR-ALL” or “AND-ALL” which tells 
the rule engine that all the <match-rule> tags within the <match-rules> set should be either 
OR’d together or AND’d together.

It’s very convenient and often used in rule-writing.  If you forget to add a <result> tag to 
your <match-rules> the default method of combining all the <match-rule> outcomes is 
AND-ALL.

Combining <match-rules> tags with Logical Expressions
This title looks a lot like the previous section except the astute reader will notice the change 
to <match-rules> from <match-rule>.   As implied, it’s also possible to combine the out-
comes of multiple <match-rules> sets within a project rule into an overall boolean result.  
Recall from the introduction to Project Rules that the overall structure of a 
project-rules.xml file looks like this:

<project-rules> 

 <project-rule name='' from='wild' os='all' >

    <description></description>

    <eval expression='' speed='1' />

    <match-rules name='' >

      <result expression="" />

      <match-rule name='' type='' filename='' />

    </match-rules>

  </project-rule>

</project-rules>
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There is an <eval> tag within the <project-rule> tag for the purpose of combining the out-
comes of the <match-rules> <result> evaluations into an overall outcome for the project-
rule.   Like the <result expression=’’>, the eval expression uses names and logical operators, 
but the names in this case are the the names of the <match-rules> name attribute instead of 
the <match-rule> name attribute.

Again, this provides another level of power to help the rule writer hone in on a package with 
very high precision.

A rule writer, for example, could write a <match-rules> set to detect Windows binaries, an-
other <match-rules> set to detect Linux binaries, and a third <match-rules> set to detect 
Solaris binaries.  The outcome for the <project-rule> would be the OR of each of those 
match-rules sets.  This means that if any match-rules evaluated to true, you’d have a match 
on that project-rule.

There are many other ways to combine <match-rule> and <match-rules> sets because this is 
a powerful mechanism.  The examples covered so far are the common cases and the motiva-
tion for why these logical rule operations were developed in the rule engine of OSS Discov-
ery.
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Tools You Can Use to Help Derive Binary Matches
This section is the graduate course on figuring out what patterns to use for matching pro-
jects.

As mentioned earlier, projects written in C or other compiled languages are often built di-
rectly on the system on which they run.  In the process of building the executable for a C 
project such as Apache or PostgreSQL, for example, the person building the package will 
often use a --prefix to define where it should be installed. 

This --prefix configures the package, along with potentially dozens of other configuration 
options.  Each configuration value is specific to the environment in which it’s built and the 
purpose for which it’s built.  For example, Apache can be built with or without OpenSSL, 
and can include lots of built-in modules or just a few.  The resulting executable will always 
have a different binary fingerprint from machine to machine when it’s built this way even if 
it’s the same version of Apache source.

For this reason, it’s not useful to use an MD5 checksum rule to try to find binaries built like 
this.   You must physically scan the contents of the key file looking for specific patterns that 
will tell you that you found a particular package and, just as important, what version of the 
package was found.

It can seem like a daunting task to extract the patterns, but there are useful tools that can 
help figure out the binary puzzle.  Generally, most host platforms will have tools of these 
types, so don’t focus on the specific platform or tool described.  Instead, focus on the class 
of tool and general concepts and procedures.

S T R I N G S
You’re lucky when your key file has the version string embedded in it in such a way that it 
looks like ASCII text.  Many packages such as Apache, PostgreSQL, PHP and others do this 
because they need to be able to report the version of the package to its user.  That string is 
the nugget you’re after in a binary file.

To help find that, Linux systems have a standard command line tool called “strings” which, 
when given a file, will print out a list of any printable strings in the file.  The trick is to look 
through that list of strings for the package and version number and then formulate a regular 
expression based on that string pattern to embed in your Binary-Match rule.

Here’s an example for PHP.  Since libphp5.so is a key file for the Apache PHP module, we’ll 
use that file as the test case:
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I had run the ‘strings’ command before this one without any grep and visually spotted the 
string I was after so it was easier to demonstrate with the grep above.  Using this knowledge 
it’s now possible to write a regular expression which can be used to pull out just the “5.2.1” 
version from the file.   Moreover, it’s possible write the expression generally, so that as long 
as a string of the form “PHP/some version” lives in the libphp5.so file, we can determine the 
version of any libphp5.so file.

One of several match rules for determining a PHP version could then be derived as:

You can see from this example that the match rule is a binary type, it’s looking for any files 
in the form of “libphp[something].so” which would match libphp4.so or libphp5.so.  Once 
the rule engine has found a matching file and applies the regexp attribute to it, it will find 
the string “PHP/5.2.1” within the libphp5.so file.  Because the parentheses are around the 
numerical version string, that’s the version text that will be returned by this binary match 
and positive identification on PHP/5.2.1 will have been made.

O B J D U M P

objdump is another Linux command which is very useful for looking into binaries to figure 
out the best way to match that type of file.  objdump will dissect the ELF formatted binary 
file on most *nix systems including Linux and Solaris.   

The output of objdump is configurable but often includes interesting strings such as those 
found in the symbol table which might be used in a similar fashion to the “strings” com-
mand above.  It can also include function names and many other very detailed code-level 
objects.  

~> strings libphp5.so | grep "PHP/"

X-Powered-By: PHP/5.2.1

<match-rule 

	
 name="php-lib-version" 

	
 type="binary" 

	
 filename="^libphp(.?).so$"

	
 regexp="PHP/([0-9].[0-9]+.[0-9]+)" 

/>
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Objdump can be used to disassemble code.  Based on the disassembled code you can write a 
binary match rule that matches low-level op-codes embedded in the compiled binary.  This 
approach relies on the very low likelihood that a particular sequence of op-codes will ever 
appear in any other binary besides the type you’re looking at.  

Here’s an example of looking at a libphp5.so file with objdump and displaying a fragment of 
the symbol table information:

Using this type of data, you can easily find sequences of binary codes which would uniquely 
identify the file.   You only need a few fragments, almost like core samples in geological 
terms, to make the match.

These techniques rely on the fact that you already know what you’re looking at.  In this 
case, you know you’re looking at a PHP/5.2.1 libphp5.so file. 

O D  O R  H E X  E D I T O R S
OD, aka: octal dump in the olden days.   This is a class of tools, including hex editors, that 
can dump raw binary.

You can use these tools when you need to find double byte strings in a binary file.  A good 
example of this was the effort to try to detect OpenOffice on Windows platforms.

OpenOffice has a key file, soffice.exe, for Windows.   If you look at it with ‘strings’ you can-
not find the “OpenOffice” version string because the ‘strings’ command cannot find any se-
quence of characters like that in the soffice.exe.  The strings in OpenOffice are laid down in 
double-byte so the string is not a normal 7-bit character sequence that ‘strings’ command 
recognizes.

If you look at the soffice.exe file with a hex editor the solution is more obvious.  Scrolling 
through the byte dump of soffice.exe you will come across this gem:

objdump libphp5.so -t

.....

00488948 l     O .data  00000018              arginfo_libxml_get_last_error

001304ac l     F .text  00000021              zif_libxml_clear_errors

00488930 l     O .data  00000018              arginfo_libxml_clear_errors

0013033c l     F .text  0000016e              zif_libxml_get_errors
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You can see that the pattern is there which is sufficient to identify that this is an OpenOf-
fice 2.3 version.   Each character in “OpenOffice 2.3” is separated by an intervening null byte 
character.  In the highlight above, the bytes including “O” and “p” are highlighted and they 
each have a null byte trailing the character.  This is the reason that the ‘strings’ command 
can’t see this string as “OpenOffice 2.3” and doesn’t identify it at all.

So, the problem becomes how to create a regular expression which can match that pattern.  
Fortunately, it’s quite easy because you can use the ‘.’ (don’t care) symbol in a regular expres-
sion to use as a placeholder for the 0x00 (null byte) characters.

The regular expression which can identify this string in soffice.exe is this:

'O.p.e.n.O.f.f.i.c.e.\..o.r.g. .([1-9].\..[1-9])'

The binary match rule can then be derived:

This rule will find any soffice.exe file and then apply the regexp to it.  Because the parenthe-
ses in the regexp are around where the “2.3” version string would be, that’s the version string 
that will be returned when this match rule is applied to the file.

An ASCII code table is your friend when you are searching for double-byte strings in byte 
dumps.

R U B Y ’ S  I R B
Ruby’s irb command is an excellent, quick way to test regular expression matches on a binary 
file.

<match-rule 

	
 name="oo-exes" 

	
 type="binary" 

	
 filename="^soffice.exe$" 

	
 regexp='O.p.e.n.O.f.f.i.c.e.\..o.r.g. .([1-9].\..[1-9])' />
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Extending the example above with OpenOffice, if we want to test out whether that regular 
expression is really going to match, here’s how to do it.  First get into the directory where 
you are storing the soffice.exe keyfile, then start irb:

Everything in bold letters above is a command you type.  Each command will all be on one 
line.  By looking at the [1] element of the match returned by Ruby, you can see that it found 
the double-byte “2.3” string in the soffice.bin OpenOffice binary. 

Make sure you use single quotes around your regular expression, otherwise, Ruby will inter-
polate the string and this would mangle the intent of the regular expression - it won’t work.

OSS Discovery will strip out the null bytes for the purposes of reporting the results.

~/> irb

irb(main):002:0> content = File.new("soffice.exe","rb").read

... lots of bytes will flow by and then you’ll get another irb prompt ...

...now test your match with the regex .....

irb(main):002:0> 

content.match('O.p.e.n.O.f.f.i.c.e.\..o.r.g. .([1-9].\..[1-9])')

=> #<MatchData:0x77218>

irb(main):003:0> 

content.match('O.p.e.n.O.f.f.i.c.e.\..o.r.g. .([1-9].\..[1-9])')[1]

=> "2\000.\0003"

irb(main):004:0> 
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Can I Submit My Rule To Be Included In The Standard Set 
of OSS Discovery Project Rules?

Absolutely and you are encouraged to do so.

Please see the OSS Discovery project’s web site for the process by which this can be accom-
plished. 

 http://www.ossdiscovery.org  

Attributions
The project was founded by developers sponsored by OpenLogic and is open for contribu-
tions.  The founding developers of OSS Discovery client are Bryan Noll and Landon Cox.   
This document was written primarily by Landon Cox (errors are his) and reviewed and ed-
ited by Bryan Noll, Brian Modreski, Kimberly McClintock, and Nathan Bobbin.

R U B Y
This project would not be possible without the incredible work of the Ruby development 
community.  Ruby has turned out to be an excellent language with which to develop OSS 
Discovery.

O P E N  S O U R C E  C O M M U N I T Y
There’d be nothing to detect were it not for the tens of thousands of open source projects 
and their dedicated developers.

Documentation License
While the code for OSS Discovery is licensed under Affero GPLv3, this document is CC:
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